Coffee2u Refillable Nespresso® Coffee Capsules
Fits all Nespresso® machines with the exception of Nespresso®-Krups machines with 1-pin
notches (models F897, F896 & F893 - aII produced before 2003). Not suitable for coffee
makers with automatic capsules.
The Coffee2u refillable capsule is to allow you to use your choice of CounterRoast coffee in
your Nespresso® coffee maker. You can now enjoy your favourite espresso blend in an
economical & environmentally friendly way. If you follow these instructions correctly, the
result will be a delicious cup of espresso with a great crema. The coffee used MUST have a
fine, evenly ground texture, i.e. the granules must all be of the same size. It takes a little
practice to learn to fill the capsules, but it's a skill that's easy to learn. Once you have got
the hang of it after trying it a few times, you will be amazed by the result.
How To Use the Coffee2u Refillable Coffee Capsules







Scoop out the ground coffee with the capsule and make sure it is completely full.
Using your finger, press the ground coffee firmly down into the capsule – the capsule
should be firmly packed with ground coffee.
o Pushing too hard can cause the coffee to be too compact while pushing too
lightly can result in a weak cup of coffee.
Click the capsule lid shut all the way round.
Insert the capsule into the coffee machine with the hinge facing upwards.
Run the machine on the espresso 1-cup setting.

After using the capsule, it is best to clean it immediately. The lid can be popped open and
the ground coffee scooped or rinsed out. The capsule should then be thoroughly washed
ensuring all filter areas are free from coffee. Before re-use, the capsule should be
thoroughly dried.
Problem Solving




Capsule does not release after use: release by hand.
Weak espresso: either too little coffee in the capsule, the ground coffee used was
not fine enough, or too much water was run through the machine.
Coffee does not flow / machine automatically switches off: the ground coffee
used was either packed in the capsule too tightly or was not evenly ground. It could
also be that the capsule used was not dry.

Please note that CounterRoast takes no responsibility for any damage which may be caused
to your coffee machine when using these refillable capsules.
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